The alignment in Tables 1±4 of the paper by Abrahams (2003) was incorrect. The corrected tables are reproduced herein.
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Structural Science ISSN 0108-7681 Table 2 Atomic positions for K 2 HCr 2 AsO 10 at room temperature (Averbuch-Pouchot et al. 1978) , with hypothetical x H , y H and z H coordinates and Áx, Áy, Áz and u eq displacements in A Ê . a = 7.712 (3) and c = 14.644 (8) A Ê . z* = z À 0.0046, Áx = (x À x H )a, Áy = ( y À y H )a and Áz = (z* À z H )c. addenda and errata Table 3 (a) Atomic positions for RbNO 3 in phase IV (Shamsuzzoha & Lucas, 1982) at room temperature, with hypothetical x H , y H and z H coordinates and Áx, Áy, Áz and u eq displacements in A Ê . a = 10.55 (2) and c = 7.47 (2) A Ê ; z* = z À 0.0949, with Áx = (x À x H )a, Áy = ( y À y H )a and Áz = (z* À z H )c. Table 3 
